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Not one to depend on others, Twilight has his work cut out for him procuring both a wife and a

child for his mission to infiltrate an elite private school. What he doesn’t know is that the wife

he’s chosen is an assassin and the child he’s adopted is a telepath!

About the AuthorTatsuya Endo was born in Ibaraki Prefecture, Japan, on July 23, 1980. He

debuted as a manga artist with the one-shot “Seibu Yugi” (Western Game), which ran in the

Spring 2000 issue of Akamaru Jump. He is the author of TISTA and Gekka Bijin (Moon Flower

Beauty). Spy x Family is his first work published in English. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Julie L. Hayes, “A spy, an assassin, and a telepath walk into a room.... Twilight is the best spy in

Westalis, a master of disguise. He lives and works undercover in the neighboring country of

Ostania. As he reads the information on his next assignment, he’s shocked to learn that he is

required to have a wife and child (neither of which he currently has). The target in question, a

very dangerous man who is a threat to the peace between east and west, is very reclusive and

the only way to reach him is through the elite private school his son attends. As if this wasn’t

bad enough, the deadline for admissions is fast approaching. Twilight only has a week to find a

wife and child and enroll that child at Eden Academy!Twilight’s first stop is an orphanage to find

a child—a rather shady orphanage at best. But perhaps that will suit his purposes better. He

has no experience with children, but reasons that he must find the smartest one he can, so the

child can pass the entrance exam to the academy. He finds a girl working a crossword, but she

seems too young for the school. She is quick to assure him she is six years old. Little does he

realize that Anya is a telepath! Twilight chooses her and is relieved to find no paperwork

involved—he is told to take her and go.Now… to find a wife.At City Hall, in the capital city of

Berlint, Yor is different from the other women she works with. Quiet, and somewhat naïve, she

is the object of constant criticism in the guise of helpful hints, such as improving her

appearance so she can find a man. Her brother Yuri worries about her, and calls her often. To

relieve his mind, she tells him she has a boyfriend and is going to a party that weekend. What

no one knows is that Yor is actually an assassin, and a darn good one! But how is she going to

find a “boyfriend” to take to a party on such short notice?Three people are on a collision course

with destiny! Each one has needs—Twilight a wife, Yor a boyfriend, and Anya a family. When

chance—or is that Fate?—brings them together, they decide to form a family. Will they be able

to fulfill Twilight’s mission and gain Anya admission into Eden Academy? And if they do, how

long can they maintain their cover… and how long will they want to?This is the first volume of

the series. I confess that it was love at first sight when I saw the cover! And reading the

description only made me want it even more. I pre-ordered the first three volumes, the first of

which just came out. I love the artwork, and I love the premise of the story, which did not fail to

deliver when it arrived. It’s an action adventure story, but there is a lot of humor in these pages

as well, and more. The characters are all well drawn, even if the plot is rather basic. It’s not a

series about spies as much as it is about people. I see the two countries involved, Westalis and

Ostania, as thinly veiled disguises for East and West Germany. (I mean, come on, Berlint?) But

that doesn’t really matter. The spy action is secondary to the character development, watching

these three interact, each using their unique talents for the benefit of the other two.Of course,

being the romantic that I am, I’m hoping that by the end of the series, Twilight (whose real

name I hope to learn) and Yor will fall in love for real and they both embrace Anya as their

daughter, so that they become a real family. Only time will tell!Also take note of Twilight’s co-



worker, Franky, who is a hoot and lots of fun.Great start to the series, looking forward to

volume 2!”

Katrina, “Omgosh yes!. I didn’t know I needed this in my life until it was. Twilight seems to be

super suave, super cool, and uber talented at *spy stuff* and only has eyes for the job. Until a

mission requires him to get a family, and now he’s super awkward because he’s a spy, not a

family man, and he finds himself reacting to things in very un-spy-like ways. Oh, and to top it

off, his “wife” is an assassin who may be dumb, or may be a genius, and his “daughter” is

telepathic and doesn’t handle large crowds well. Let the shenanigans ensue. I honestly

thought this was so cute and fun. And it’s well done. I love the art! So much gets expressed

through the eyes throughout this manga.  Anyway, I am really looking forward to volume 2!”

Aquila Chrysaetos, “Funny with a clever premise.. My son kept telling me about this funny

manga he was reading on a app, I think it was. I'd hear him laughing out loud as he read it. I

prefer actual books over digital formats so I reserved a copy a month ago. I got it today and

read it in one sitting. The only thing I can find wrong with it is I have to wait until September for

the next volume!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly Entertaining. A spy (Dad), an assassin (Mom), and a telepath

(daughter). The only one who knows is the daughter. What could go wrong? The three main

characters are likable and engaging right from the start. This manga is very entertaining, and

well worth the read. I'm giving it 5 stars because I reread it often. (And notice more each time I

reread, which is fun.) I've been reading this since the first chapter appeared in the English

version of Shonen Jump, and eagerly wait for the next chapter. I'm so glad to read it in book

format!”

Aaron, “Elegant. This had an interesting premise where a spy needs a family in a flash, an

assassin needs to be in relationship to maintain her social appearances and a young orphan

that wants parents to love and spoil her with peanuts come together to have a ridiculous

adventure.I honestly can't imagine someone not liking this story. It has humor, action, slice of

life and potential romance. The daughter Anya can read minds and thus the only one who

knows what everyone is hiding. But the thing I love most about this story is how everyone has a

secret to keep, everyone has an ulterior motive to be in a false family, yet without realizing it

they all desperately crave a bond with one another. The fight scenes, mind reading and

subterfuge are just bonuses to an already promising story. I can't wait to read the next

installments.”

Casper, “A must read!. I happened across this beauty by chance (thank you amazon) and

thank goodness I took a chance on it.I usually find my manga through manga sites or by

roaming a bookstore. This is actually the first time I discovered one on Amazon without looking

for a title that I already knew I wanted to buy.The premise seemed interesting and funny. After

reading it I also found it to be really cute too. It hits all the bases: funny, cute, action packed,

drama, and best of all a great storyline and art style.Not gonna lie the spy low key reminds me

of England from Hetalia. He’s serious and yet quirky in his own way. And I absolutely adore the

way the characters bond and interact.Hehehehe I’ve already reread it several times and

preordered the next volumes. I can’t wait till they come out.”

tartaglia, “great volume. I heard a lot about this manga and how well the series is doing. When I



decided to buy it I couldn't find this volume anywhere not even off of the viz website. I checked

amazon and I saw there were only 2 left! So, I took the chance and bought it. Although it took

about 2 weeks to get here, It was definitely worth the wait and the condition was amazing. I

mean, there were no dents or bends at all! Compared to the other mangas I've ordered off of

amazon and barnes & noble, the condition was amazing. I love this volume so much! It even

made me laugh out loud a bit. The characters are very likable and pretty funny. If you are

thinking about buying this manga, it is definitely a must. If you are not sure, a quick tip I have

for you is to go to viz.com. There, they will have a free preview for the manga. You can read the

first 22 pages and see If you like it or not.”

K., “Adorable little manga. For those who do/don't read manga this is one of the newest ones

that I always recommend. If you would like to give it a go you can use the mangaplus to read

the first three chapters for free online before committing to buying this.It's an Action, Comedy,

Spy story centered around the most stupid but adorable fake family that you will ever meet, no

seriously it sounds ridicilous but if you want a story that is all sorts of cute with amazing art,

amazing comedic moments both in terms of visual and dialogue then this is the manga for you.

The author/artists sense of style and the general presentation of this manga (and it's covers)

are a delight it's worth purchasing for the art alone!This is the first manga I have purchased in

a while and I aboslutely recommend it to you!”

Gustavo Silva de Castro Alves, “Produto excelente!. Recomendo a todos,manga muito

engraçado e divertido.”

Mr O., “Really liked it. I have not read a manga for almost a decade, read the first chapter was

OK, but after that I could not stop reading and finished its a really nice setup, thinking of pre-

ordering volume 2...(swore not to pre-order after SW battlefront 2 -_- )”

Kat, “After 1 volume I was already considering it for my top 10. (Manga) I'm not sure what to

even say about this, I just love it but can't out it into words. The story and art are great, nothing

mind blowing but boy is it fun to read. I have a weird thing with this manga where it feels like 1

volume is 2-3 volumes long, but it doesn't feel like it drags on. Regardless, if you're interested

in the premise of this definitely pick it up, I highly recommend(10/10)(Amazon) Came in good

condition(4/5)”

Amy, “Very good. It’s in good condition it was actually packaged properly and it doesn't smell

weird the only bad this is that he has some marks on his face but it’s not that big of a deal and

none of the sides were bent so ”

The book by Lauren Beukes has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 5,166 people have provided feedback.
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